K-Roll

A dolly in the store & a pallet in the supply chain!

- Using our worldwide patent, your foot turns a sturdy pallet to a heavy-duty dolly
- Runners lift to expose wheels and grip the floor when placed down
- Easy & safe in-store handling - mini lifter without forks to replace a conventional forklift; saving replenishment time and costs
- No more punctures from splinters and wires
- Built with production lines in mind– castors are completely retracted while in pallet, keeping workplaces safe
- Accommodates various beverage trays and crates, both foldable and nestable
Technical Details

Dimensions: 798(l)x600(w)x195(h) mm \ 31.4 x 23.6 x 7.67 inch

Weight: 13.1kg \ 29lbs

Load Capacity: 500kg \ 1100lbs

Material: PP

Pop-ups: optional